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Abstract. We present a new analysis of the presently
available photometric data for the gravitationally lensed
quasar 0957+561 A,B with the aim of determining the
time delay between its two images. The basic method used
is the dispersion estimation technique. Even by using the
simplest non-parametric form of our method we can con-
vincingly rule out a time delay near 536 days and show
that the time delay is in the vicinity of 420 days. We then
introduce renements to our method in order to get a sta-
ble and reliable result for the time delay independent of
high frequency noise in the data and sampling errors. Our
best result for the time delay, checked by various statistical
tests and using bootstrap error estimates, is 4236 days.
We furthermore conrm our earlier result that the radio
data are compatible with this value. Using the best avail-
able model for the mass distribution in the lensing galaxy
and cluster, our result for the time delay constrains the
Hubble parameter to be smaller than 70 km/(s Mpc).
Key words: Methods: statistical { time series analysis
{ Quasars: 0957+561A,B { gravitational lensing { Hubble
parameter
1. Introduction
The time base of the optical light curves of the dou-
ble quasar QSO 0957+561A,B has been signicantly en-
hanced due to observations performed mainly by R. Schild
and his collaborators (Schild & Thomson 1994). An anal-
ysis of the much smaller data set presented by Vanderriest
et al. (1989) as well as the radio data of Lehar (1992) led
Press et al. (1992a,b) to an estimation of the time de-
lay between the images of 536 days. Reanalysing the data
with a dierent but nevertheless equally sound statistical
method convinced us (Pelt et al. 1993, hereafter Paper I)
that the result of 536 days is in a statistical sense rather
unstable and that a time delay around 410 days is at least
Send oprint requests to: R. Kayser
as probable as the delay obtained by Press and his col-
laborators. We present here an analysis of the presently
available data with rened versions of our new methods
as described in Paper I. Our result not only gives the rst
statistical reliable estimation of the time delay but also
gives evidence for gravitational microlensing in at least
one of the two light curves.
The time delay between the images of a gravitation-
ally lensed object is of great astrophysical interest since it
may be used to determine the Hubble parameter as well as
the mass of the lens (Refsdal 1964a,b, Borgeest & Refsdal
1984, Borgeest 1986, Kayser 1990, Falco et al. 1991b). The
double quasar 0957+561 A,B (Walsh et al. 1979, Young
1980, Falco 1992) is up to now the only gravitational lens
system for which serious attempts have been made to de-
termine the time delay  between its images (cf. Paper I
and references therein). However, the controversy around
the dierent results obtained by dierent groups of au-
thors has not yet been decided.
After a description of the data set used throughout our
paper (Sect. 2) we recall in Sect. 3.1 the methods used in
Paper I and describe some renements of the techniques
which we apply later. In the following subsections we anal-
yse the light curves with increasing accuracy, compare re-
sults to previous ones and conclude our best result for
the time delay, including an estimation of the amount of
microlensing.
In addition (Sect.3.5) we reanalyse the radio data
(Lehar et al. 1992) with the rened methods and conrm
the result of Paper I that the radio data are compatible
with the result obtained from the optical data.
In Section 4 we discuss the methodology, our results
and their physical interpretation and meaning, including
constraints on the Hubble parameter.
2. Data sets
The extended data set, kindly made available to us by
R.E. Schild and D.J. Thomson (1994, below ST94), con-
tains observations from November 1979 to July 1994 (JD.
244193.9{249540.7). While it contains observations from
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Fig. 1. The window function N
A;B
() for the two data sets.
Upper curve: data set of Schild and Thomson (1994, ST94);
lower curve: data used by Vanderriest et al. (1989, V89)
dierent sources, the overwhelming majority of the data
points have been measured by R. Schild and his collabora-
tors. It is therefore the most homogeneous data set avail-
able for QSO 0957+561. A full description of the data set
with explanation of reduction, correction and compilation
procedures can be found in Schild and Thomson (1994).
There are in total 831 time points with photometric
estimates for both components of the double quasar. For
the A and B light curves the full amplitude of variability
is 16.36{16.96 and 16.27{16.96, respectively. The mean
error for both light curves as estimated by the observers
is 0.0158 magnitudes, giving a mean dispersion of D
2
=
0:000251. However, one should note a striking dierence
between the rst and second part of the ST94 data: The
dispersion is signicantly decreasing in time.
There is a simple statistic which can be used to char-
acterise the sequences of observations from the point of
view of usefulness in the search for time shifts. The win-
dow function N
A;B
( ) measures the number of pairs of
nearby observations in the combined data set (where the
B light curve is shifted in time by  ) which contain one
observation from curve A and one observation from curve
B (cf. Paper I). In Fig. 1 the window function N
A;B
( ) is
shown for two dierent data sets{the ST94 data and the
data compiled by Vanderriest et al. (1989, below V89).
The absolute minimum (43 pairs) for the V89 data oc-
curs for shifts in the range 534{537 days. This was one of
the reasons which guided us in Paper I to seek another
probable value for the time delay besides the 536 days
proposed by Press et al. (1992a). For the ST94 data the
absolute minimum of N
A;B
( ) occurs for shifts of 514 and
515 days with 327 pairs. Consequently the statistical re-
liability (even for the shifts with most unfortunate time
point spacings) is now at least seven times higher.
3. Time delay
3.1. Dispersion spectra
To estimate the time delay between the images A and B
we use basically the same methods as described in Paper
I. Nevertheless we repeat here shortly the general setup
and describe some new variations of our techniques.
Our data model consists of two time series:
A
i
= q(t
i
) + 
A
(t
i
); i = 1; : : : ; N
A
(1)
and
B
j
= q(t
j
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 ) + l(t
j
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B
(t
j
); j = 1; : : : ; N
B
(2)
where q(t) denotes the inner variability of the quasar, l(t)
is a variability component which contains the unknown
amplication ratio and an additional low frequency noise
component due to hypothetical microlensing,  is the time
delay, 
A
(t) and 
B
(t) are observational errors for which
crude estimates for their dispersions 
2
A
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) and 
2
B
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)
(or corresponding statistical weights W
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);W
B
(t
j
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available.
For every xed combination ; l(t) we generate a com-
bined light curve C by taking all values of A as they are
and \correcting" the B data by l(t) and shifting them by
 :
C
k
(t
k
) =
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k
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j
  l(t
j
); if t
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where k = 1; : : : ; N and N = N
A
+ N
B
. The dispersion
spectra
D
2
( ) = min
l(t)
D
2
(; l(t)): (4)
can now be computed and searched for signicant minima
with respect to  . In Paper I we used (with dierent no-
tation) a xed l(t) = l
0
as unknown magnication ratio.
In this paper we do the same, but consider additionally
perturbations modelled by low degree polynomials. It is
important to note that the parameterization of l(t) is al-
ways done in the framework of the original time points
(not the shifted ones).
The properties of the dispersion spectra depend
strongly on the choice of the exact form for the estimates.
The simplest dispersion estimate (see also Paper I)
D
2
1
= min
l(t)
P
N 1
k=1
W
k
(C
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)
2
2
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N 1
k=1
W
k
; (5)
where the W
k
are statistical weights of the combined light
curve data
W
k
=W
i;j
=
W
i
W
j
W
i
+W
j
; (6)
does not contain any free parameters except those which
describe the hypothetical microlensing (the degree of the
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perturbing polynomial in our particular case). The simple
modication of the rst statistic
D
2
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= min
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  C
k
)
2
2
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k
G
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where G
k
= 1 only when C
k+1
and C
k
are from dier-
ent images and G
k
= 0 otherwise, measures the disper-
sion specically in the overlap areas of the combined light
curve. Obviously, this is the dispersion we are interested
in, whereas D
2
1
may become strongly dominated by the
dispersion of only one of the lightcurves (A or B) in de-
pendence of the window function (cf. Paper I).
The pairs of consecutive observations are included into
the dispersion estimates D
1
and D
2
without consideration
of the distance between the two time points t
i
; t
j
. In this
way two observations, one of which occurs before a long
gap in time and another one which occurs after this gap
can make a strong contribution to the overall estimate.
However, this kind of long time correlation is certainly
ruled out for the red-noise like light curves of quasars. To
avoid this we therefore add an additional constraint into
our dispersion estimate:
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where
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=

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(9)
and  is the maximum distance between two observations
which can be considered as nearby.
The number of pairs of observations which are included
in the estimates D
1
  D
3
is normally not sucient to
avoid strong noise in the corresponding dispersion spec-
tra. Very often there are some inuential time points in
the observational sequence, removal of which can change
the local minima of the spectra quite signicantly. To get
statistically more stable spectra we used a fourth form of
the dispersion estimates which now includes not only the
neighbouring pairs:
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where W
l;m
are statistical weights, G
l;m
selects pairs ac-
cording to the origin of the values C
l
and C
m
(as for
the estimates D
2
2
and D
2
3
), and S
(k)
l;m
weights the squares
depending on the distance between corresponding time
points. In the various calculations we used three forms for
the weights S
(k)
l;m
. The rst one
S
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Fig. 2. Spectra D
2
1
(lower curve) and D
2
2
(upper curve) for the
ST94 data set
includes only pairs with less distance between two obser-
vations (in the combined light curve) than  (let us call
this parameter decorrelation length). In the second scheme
the pairs with longer distances between observations get
linearly decreasing weights
S
(2)
l;m
=

1 
jt
l
 t
m
j

; if jt
l
  t
m
j  ,
0; if jt
l
  t
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The third weighting scheme
S
(3)
l;m
=
1
1 +
 
t
l
 t
m


2
(13)
where  plays the role of the decorrelation length, includes
all pairs of observations into the D
2
4;3
estimate. However,
in our actual calculations we were forced to use a certain
cut-o distance to make computing times acceptable.
The number of dierent dispersion estimates gives us
some exibility when analysing the actual data but also
involves a degree of arbitrariness. We therefore tried to
be as conservative as possible when using dierent algo-
rithms. We present our results step by step and invoke
modications only when the motivation to do so is quite
obvious.
Error bars for the delay estimates were computed as
described in Paper I. We applied an adaptive median lter
(see Appendix) to smooth the combined light curve and
reshued the computed residuals 1000 times to generate
bootstrap samples. The shifts obtained in this way were
then used to calculate the error bars.
3.2. Standard estimates
In this section we the describe the overall behaviour of the
simplest dispersion spectra, computed for the ST94 data
set. We must stress here that in the following computa-
tions the data were used without any preprocessing. No
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Fig. 3. Spectra D
2
2
for the ST94 data set (lower curve) and
for the V89 data set used in Paper I (upper curve)
detrending or censoring was applied. Also, the hypotheti-
cal microlensing was ignored (l(t) = l
0
).
To get a general idea about the behaviour of the dis-
persion spectra for a wide range of  values we computed
D
2
1
andD
2
2
dispersion spectra (which were also used in Pa-
per I and which do not contain any free parameters) for
 =  2000; 1999; : : : ; 1999; 2000 days. In Fig. 2 the spec-
tra D
2
1
and D
2
2
are shown in logarithmic scale to demon-
strate their essential similarity.
We can see that there are essentially global min-
ima around 400   450 days in both spectra. The fea-
ture around 536 days is also well seen, however it is
much less pronounced than for the V89 data (see Pa-
per I). Below we restrict the plot range for the  val-
ues to 350; 351; : : : ; 549; 550 days to demonstrate the
behaviour of the dierent spectra in more detail for
this important subinterval. However, the actual compu-
tations were carried out for a wider interval (typically
100; 101; : : : ; 799; 800 days).
In Fig. 3 the fragment of the D
2
2
spectra is plotted
with the analogous fragment computed for the V89 data
set (1989). The uctuating nature of both spectra is quite
obvious. Our goal in Paper I was to demonstrate that be-
sides the feature around 536 days, which is quite unstable
against detrending and censoring applied to the V89 data,
there are also other possible and plausible values for the
time delay.
In the spectrum for the ST94 data the absolute min-
imum is at a time delay of 430 days even without any
detrending and censoring applied to the data. Around this
value, however, there are a number of other local minima
(at 405,411,416,424,435 and 439 days). Because the aim
of the current paper is to determine the time delay for
the double quasar 0957+561 as exactly as possible we can
not simply use the absolute minimum as the best estimate
because it depends on minute details of data spacing and
observational errors. To get statistically more stable esti-
Fig. 4. Spectra D
2
3
for  = 2; 4; 8; 16; 32; 64
mates we are forced to introduce some additional consid-
erations and free parameters into our estimation scheme.
The simplest and most obvious improvement is the in-
troduction of an upper limit for the distance between data
points to be included into the cross sums (estimate D
2
3
).
This excludes possible uctuations due to the long gaps
in the combined light curve.
In Fig. 4 we have plotted a sample of D
2
3
spectra with
dierent values of . There are some minor details which
change from one  value to another, but the general uc-
tuating nature of the spectra unfortunately remains.
3.3. Renement
As we saw the behaviour of D
2
1
, D
2
2
and also D
2
3
type
dispersion spectra is somewhat erratic due to the large
sampling errors (the maximum possible size for a subsam-
ple for D
2
1
,D
2
2
and D
2
3
is N  1 but is generally less due to
the spacing of the A,B or B,A type pairs). It is enough to
remove only one or two points from the original data set
and the absolute minimum in the spectra can jump ten or
even more days. The general depression around these local
minima in the spectra is nevertheless quite stable and this
is why we looked for more stable dispersion estimates. We
thus invoked in our analysis a fourth type of dispersion
estimates.
The dispersion estimateD
2
4;1
includes in the cross sums
all pairs whose corresponding time points do not dier
more than  (decorrelation length). Its modied version
D
2
4;2
additionally weights pairs linearly. The overall num-
ber of pairs included in the cross sums is now signicantly
larger and consequently the corresponding dispersion es-
timates are statistically more stable. However, the ad-
ditional inclusion of pairs with longer distances between
time points introduces a certain bias into the estimates.
We call it curvature bias because for linearly increasing or
decreasing trends (or trend fragments) this bias is zero.
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Fig. 5. Estimated shifts for three articial data sets. Thin
lines: D
2
4;1
, thick lines: D
2
4;2
To investigate the dependence of the estimates D
2
4;k
on the value of the decorrelation length  we generated
articial data sets with known time shifts for the B curve.
For this purpose we combined curve A (unshifted) and
curve B (shifted by  ), then smoothed the combined curve
with an adaptive median lter with length 7, and nally
put the smoothed A and B values back into their original
places in the data set. In this way the A and B curves can
be considered as two replicas of the original source light
curve and all the sampling properties and also much of
the variability structure of the original data is mirrored
in them. In Fig. 5 the results for three dierent shifts
( = 400; 450; 500 days) are shown. It can be seen that
the rst weighting scheme (11) results in much more bi-
ased estimates than the second scheme (12). Consequently
we preferred to use the second scheme. To balance statis-
tical stability and curvature bias we choose  = 20, the
highest value for which the maximum bias in all of our
trial computations did not exceed 2 days. In the following
discussion every shift value must therefore be considered
with an inherent 2 error which originates from the dis-
persion estimate D
2
4;2
itself.
In Fig. 6 the resulting dispersion spectra D
2
4;2
,  = 20,
for the ST94 data set are shown. We see that the spectra
are now indeed much smoother. The absolute minimum
for the spectrum with all pairs included in the cross sums
is 424 days and it is 423 days for the spectrum with only
A,B pairs included. The bootstrap estimate for the error
is 4 days. If we take into account the possible bias due
to the dispersion estimation scheme (described above) we
can formulate our main result:
The most probable time delay between the two
light curves of the double quasar QSO 0957+561
is 4236 days.
It is important to note that the sampling properties
of the ST94 data set are good enough to obtain similar
shifts for both variants of the statistic D
2
4;2
. Consequently,
Fig. 6. Spectra D
2
4;2
( = 20) for the ST94 data set. Lower
curve: all pairs included, upper curve: only A,B pairs included
Fig. 7. Variability of shift estimates due to changes in the
value of . Articial data with known shift 423 days: thick
line; original ST94 data set: thin line
it can be safely predicted that similar results will now be
also obtained by using the optimal interpolation method of
Press et al. (1992a), which is quite sensitive to the amount
of regularly spaced gaps in data.
We get additional support for the value 423 days from
calculations with the third weighting scheme (D
2
4;3
). In
Fig. 7 the dependence of the shift values with minimum
dispersion is plotted against the value of the parameter
. One of the curves is computed for articial data with
a known shift of 423 days (thick line) and one for the
original ST94 data set (thin line). As cut-o limit for pair
inclusion (to speed up computations) we used a value of
3.
There is a characteristic \plateau" for values  =
1   60 days in the curve for the articial data set. If we
assume that a signicant curvature bias starts for  values
higher than 60 days we can use dispersion estimates for
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Fig. 8. Trend in B   A
smaller  values as statistical sample with an inner vari-
ability just due to the sampling and observational errors.
It was extremely satisfying to see that the mean value,
the median value and the most frequent value in this sam-
ple were all 423 days! However, as can be well seen from
Fig. 7, the shift estimation error for particular values of
 can be as large as 5 days. The bootstrap error for the
third weighting scheme is 4 days. The mean additional
error due to the curvature bias is less than 2 days.
3.4. Hypothetical microlensing
To check the overall consistency of our solution we pro-
ceeded with a rather simple test. For every B value
(shifted by  = 423 days) we looked for the nearest value
in the A curve and plotted B  A against time.
In Fig. 8 it can be seen that for the second part of the
observational sequence our solution works well, whereas
for the rst part the situation is quite unclear. First, the
dispersion of the observations is signicantly higher than
for the second part and second there is a clearly visible
trend in the dierences.
To take into account this trend in the dierences be-
tween the A and B curves (for the best shift estimate)
we introduced a more complicated form for the ampli-
cation ratio than l(t) = l
0
. We introduced simple polyno-
mials with degrees 0 to 10 as models for the hypothetical
microlensing. The resulting spectra of D
2
4;2
are shown in
Fig.9. The minima and corresponding dispersions for dif-
ferent degrees of polynomials are given in Table 1. In the
last column of the table we give the part
 = 1 
D
2
4;2;A;B
 D
2
4;2;All
D
2
Total
(14)
of the total dispersion which is explained by the particular
model. The total variability of the both light curves (esti-
mated by taking into account weights given by observers)
is D
2
tot
= 0:00632.
Fig. 9. Spectra D
2
4;2
for models with polynomial degrees 0 to
10, the level of the dispersion decreases with increasing degrees
Table 1. Minima for the dierent degrees of correcting poly-
nomial. Note that several minima are listed for degrees 9 and
10. In the last column the part  of the total dispersion which
is explained by the particular model is given.
A,B All
Degree Shift Dispersion Shift Dispersion 
0 423 0.000396 424 0.000271 0.980
1 424 0.000380 424 0.000265 0.982
2 410 0.000362 409 0.000260 0.984
3 423 0.000337 424 0.000252 0.987
4 422 0.000328 422 0.000249 0.988
5 422 0.000328 423 0.000248 0.988
6 422 0.000327 423 0.000248 0.988
7 422 0.000327 423 0.000248 0.988
8 422 0.000327 423 0.000248 0.988
9 431 0.000324 431 0.000247 0.988
9 424 0.000324 424 0.000248 0.988
10 410 0.000323 409 0.000247 0.988
10 423 0.000323 423 0.000248 0.988
10 431 0.000324 431 0.000247 0.988
There are a few peculiar results. For degrees 9 and 10
we listed several minima. The minima around 431 and
410 days are only marginally deeper than the minima
around 423 days and they are obviously due to overt-
ting. Note that we saw these uctuations already in the
simplest spectrum D
2
2
. The degree 2 gives also a minimum
at 410 days which is outside of error brackets for our main
result.
To seek an explanation for the additional features in
the spectra computed with polynomial perturbations, we
proceeded with the following experiment. We decomposed
both lightcurves into two by median ltering (see Ap-
pendix). The ltered curves and the residual curves are
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Fig. 10. The ltered and residual light curves
Fig. 11. The D
2
4
spectra for ltered and residual light curves
shown in Fig. 10. We were extremely conservative in our
ltering process in that we used a short adaptive median
lter with a length of 5 points and a gap limit of 5 days.
Consequently, the median ltering was applied only to
continuous fragments of the light curves, all single and
sparsely spaced points were left untouched. In Fig. 11 the
D
2
4;2
type spectra with  = 5 are shown for the smooth
and the residual components. The shorter value for  was
chosen to show the high frequency uctuations in the spec-
tra. It is quite clear that the feature around 423 days is
mainly due to the variability in the smooth component
and that the features around 410 and 431 days are just
uctuations seen in the D
2
4;2
spectrum for the residuals.
Therefore we can attribute the exceptional shift values in
Table 1 to the interplay of the under- or overt and some
high frequency details in the original data set. This put
aside, it can be said that our main result is quite stable
against low frequency perturbations modeled by simple
polynomials.
The next consistency check (also employed in Paper I)
was to compute two versions of the D
2
4;2
statistics { rst
for all pairs included and the second with only A,B or
B,A type pairs included (see Table 1). If our model and
our choice of the free parameters in the estimation scheme
is correct then the global minima of both dispersion curves
must have about the same value. From Fig. 6 we can see
that the residual dispersion D
2
4;2
for the best shift when all
pairs were included (0:000271) is quite near to the value
of the mean dispersion of the estimated observational er-
rors (0:000251). However, the minimum for the A,B type
spectrum (0:000396) is signicantly higher. We decreased
this value by applying polynomial corrections (up to de-
gree 10) to around 0:000324, but still a signicant part of
the dispersion remained unexplained. Nonetheless, since
the overall variability dispersion for both light curves to-
gether is D
2
= 0:00632 our models explain 98:0  98:8%
of the overall variability!
In Paper I we used detrending for both light curves
to get a self-consistent solution. With the new data the
increasing of the correction polynomial degree led to a
splitting of the main minimum for degrees higher than 8.
Consequently, more complicated models to describe the
hypothetical microlensing can be introduced later in our
analysis. At this stage it was important to check the gen-
eral stability of our time delay estimate against dierent
choices of perturbing low frequency components whose
possible existence is conjectured theoretically.
The last point can be well illustrated by the simple
plot in Fig. 12. We combined the original A curve with
the B curve (again shifted by 423 days). We then com-
puted dierence values for A,B pairs with distance in time
not exceeding 20 days and tted standard cubic splines
with dierent numbers of knots (15   21) into these dif-
ferences. Depending on the degree of smoothing, dierent
details in the ow of the dierences can be detected. The
strong depression in the rst part of the data span well ex-
plains why it was not possible to get the right value for the
V89 data without previous detrending. Other signicant
departures from the smooth ow of the dierences can be
used to explain the residual dispersion. At this stage of
the investigation we refrain from more quantitative and
precise evaluation of these features.
3.5. Radio data
Because the D
2
4;2
estimator gives more stable spectra we
tried it also on the available radio data (Lehar et al. 1992)
for 0957+561. As for the optical data, we computed sev-
eral trial spectra with known shifts to get the optimal
value of . We found that the value  = 60 days was the
best compromise between resolution and stability. From
Fig. 13 it can be seen that the spectra for the new statis-
tic are smoother than that obtained in Paper I, but the
instability due to the two (probably outlying) points is
still there. It is enough to remove only one or two points
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Fig. 12. Spline approximations for the dierences B  A
Fig. 13. The D
2
4;2
( = 60 days) spectra for the radio data.
All data, data with one and two oending points excluded; the
removal of each point decreases the dispersion
from the B curve and the minimum shifts signicantly. If
we look at the spectrum D
2
4;2
which was computed with
the probable outliers removed, we see the local minimum
at 421  25 days (D
2
4;2
= 0:000353, error estimate from
1000 bootstrap runs). We used in Paper I the fact that
the global minimum for the dispersion can migrate from
533 days to 409 days (after removal of only two points
from the B curve) as one of the arguments to stress the
compatibility of the radio data with time delays in a wide
range and not just around 536 days. We ignored the local
minima at 425,434 and 453 days and did not try to smooth
the dispersion curve to get more stable estimates. We see
that the smoothed estimator again favors a value around
the best estimate found from the optical data. Still, we
are not insisting that the radio data give strong support
to our best estimate of the delay value from the optical
data. There are simply too few points in the published
radio data set to compute precise estimates.
The conclusion thus remains the same as in Paper I {
the radio data can not be used to compute the exact value
for the time delay. However, they are compatible with our
result of 423 days.
3.6. The composite optical light curve
The obtained value for the time delay and our model for
the hypothetical microlensing allows us to build a com-
posite (intrinsic) light curve from both original curves.
On Fig. 14 this curve is displayed. To build the compos-
ite curve the following parameters were used: time delay
423 days, degree for correction polynomial 7, median l-
ter length 7 days (to obtain a smoother representation),
maximum gap length  = 20 days.
4. Discussion
4.1. Methodological
Let us rst summarize the general methodological princi-
ples we tried to follow when analysing the new extensive
data set.
{ The original data set was treated `as is', i.e. no censor-
ing, detrending or smoothing was involved.
{ We tried to avoid (as far as possible) any interpolations
or approximations of the original data.
{ We accounted for the signicant and fundamental dif-
ference between the two kinds of pairs of observations:
the ones which contain observations from both light
curves and the others where both of the values are
from one and the same lightcurve.
{ We tried to avoid the introduction of free parameters
into our schemes, and if we were forced to do otherwise,
we used always several values to see their eect and
check the stability of our results against changes of
the parameters.
{ We avoided any physical interpretation during the data
processing stage. This was facilitated by the fact that
one of the authors (J.P.) is extremely critical about in-
terpreting the small residual dierences as microlens-
ing events.
{ Finally we tried to avoid any mathematical models
to describe the light curves: no polynomial, Fourier,
spline, wavelet, general random process, autoregres-
sive random process or whatever kind of models were
involved as models for the original data in dierent
stages of analysis. The only principle we used was the
simple recognition that both curves are statistically
continuous, i.e. nearby observations in time must have
nearby values in brightness.
According to these general principles the results we ob-
tained can be ranked. We start from the facts which
are methodologically \cleaner" and end with statements
which are more open to further discussion and observa-
tional follow up.
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Fig. 14. The composite optical light curve of QSO 0957+561
{ The depression in D
2
( ) around  = 405 : : : 435
days is the global minimum. In all of our cal-
culations with the ST94 data set we were not able
to see anything so prominent as the general depres-
sion around 405   435 days. There were a lot of other
minima (especially in the spectra with short decor-
relation length), but they were always less deep and
more uctuation-like than the main minimum. The
feature around 536 days which was advocated by Press
et al. 1992a is still there but much less apparent.
{ The best stable estimate for the time delay is
423 6 days. For  = 423 days we are able to ex-
plain at least 98 percent of the general variability of the
two curves. We used dierent degrees (0   10) for the
perturbing polynomial l(t), analysed dierent random
subsets of the data set (not all computations are ex-
plicitly described in this paper), used dierent median
lter lengths for generating bootstrap samples etc. but
were still left with the value 423 days. Even when we
ignored the statistical weights (observational errors)
given by observers and used unitary weights for all
data we got the same results.
{ There is a signicant discrepancy between the
A and B light curves not fully described by
the simple lensing model. This fact is well demon-
strated in Fig.12. Wemodied our dispersion estimates
to take into account smooth (with respect to time)
dierences. Even after that, some small unexplained
variations remained.
{ The previous delay estimates { 409 and 415
days { can be considered as dierent manifes-
tations of the feature at 423 days. In Paper I we
obtained two estimates for the most probable time de-
lay: 415  32 for the optical data and 409  23 days
for the radio data. Similar results were obtained by
other researchers (Vanderriest et al. 1989, Schild et
al. 1990, 1993). Our new estimate is well inside the
error brackets of the previous estimates, but neverthe-
less we would like to comment on this specically. It
was interesting to obtain the value around 409 days
(see Fig. 11) in our computations with less smoothing
( = 5 days) or with a high degree correction polyno-
mial (see Table 1). It shows that the previous estimates
are just small uctuations in the bottom of the general
depression around the delay of 423 days. These uc-
tuations are due to the interplay of the small `bumps'
in the B lightcurve and sampling irregularities. De-
pending on the method used (its degree of smoothing,
detrending etc.) these small features show themselves
often as local (or sometimes even global) minima in
the dispersion spectra.
4.2. Physical: Microlensing
The slow trend and the \bump" in the dierence B   A
(cf. Fig. 12) is most likely due to microlensing by stars in
the lensing galaxy. Since, however, the dispersion in the
light curves and consequently also in B   A also shows a
strong trend, thereby demonstrating the progress in obser-
vational technique and experience, we can not completely
rule out that the trend in B  A is also a (learning curve
like) artefact of the decreasing observational errors.
Taken at face value the variability in the dierence
B   A is in agreement with numerical simulations con-
cerning its time scale and its brightness change (see,
e.g., Kayser (1992), Wambsganss (1993), and references
therein). The \bump" can be interpreted as an high am-
plication event in image A or as a deamplication event
due to overfocussing in image B (Kayser et al. 1986).
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4.3. Physical: Hubble parameter
While one major uncertainty in the determination of the
Hubble parameter H
0
from the 0957+561 light curves was
up to now the controversy on the exact value of the time
delay, with our result the remaining uncertainty is due
to the mass model of the lensing galaxy and cluster. The
mass distribution for this particular object is rather com-
plicated since the main lensing galaxy (at z = 0:36) is situ-
ated close to the centre of a rich galaxy cluster. Bernstein,
Tyson & Kochanek (1993, hereafter BTK) reported the
detection of some arcs 20
00
away from the lensing galaxy.
They concluded that these arcs can only be explained if a
group of galaxies at z = 0:5 and 1
0
:5 away from the lens-
ing galaxy contributes signicantly to the light deection,
thereby complicating the lens models even more. However,
Dahle, Maddox & Lilje (1994, hereafter DML) showed that
the arcs found by BTK are simple chance alignments of
separate objects. Using the method of Kaiser & Squires
(1993) DML determined the mass distribution and espe-
cially the centre of the galaxy cluster from weak lensing of
background galaxies around QSO 0957+561 and thereby
rened the model of Kochanek (1991). This model basi-
cally uses an elliptical pseudo-isothermal cluster and an
elliptical isothermal galaxy.
With our new result for the time delay  = 423 days
we obtain, using the Kochanek-DML model,
14
km
sMpc
< H
0
< 67
km
sMpc
:
The remaining uncertainty is due to uncertainty in the
mass of the lensing galaxy. Despite this the determination
of the time delay for QSO 0957+561 is now already con-
straining H
0
to be smaller than 70 km/(s Mpc) with high
statistical signicance.
5. Conclusions
Using the dispersion estimation technique developed in
Paper I in its simplest non-parametric form we were able
to show on the basis of the presently available photometric
data that the time delay between the images of the double
quasar 0957+561 is in the vicinity of 420 days rather than
536 days.
Using renements to our methods in order to minimise
noise due to observational errors and sampling problems
we then derived the rst accurate and statistical reliable
value for the time delay, namely 4236 days.
The remaining discrepancies between the light curves
of the images A and B can most naturally be explained
by microlensing due to stars in the lensing galaxy. Using
simple polynomial ts we were able to explain 98% of the
variability of 0957+561 by our model.
We show again, as in Paper I, that the available radio
data are compatible with our result obtained from optical
data.
With our value for the time delay, the Hubble param-
eter is already constrained to be smaller than 70 km/(s
Mpc). The remaining uncertainty in the determination of
H
0
is due to the uncertainty in the mass of the lensing
galaxy.
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A. Appendix. Adaptive median ltering
Let f(t
i
); i = 1; : : : ; N be a time series, M the lter
length (M  N) and  the maximum distance between
the two observations (  t
n
  t
1
) to be considered as
nearby. Then for every observation f(t
i
) its ltered value
^
f(t
i
) is dened as the median value of the longest subse-
quence f(t
i n
); n =  L=2; : : : ; L=2; L  M of the orig-
inal data set which is centered around the point under
discussion and which does not contain gaps longer than
. In this way single observations remain untouched and
groups of nearby observations with less than M observa-
tions in them will be ltered with shorter lter lengths.
This denition allows us to lter the whole sequence in
the best achievable way.
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